Unconcealed in the wellhall space, the roof structure crossed in a pure solid grillwork, without using penetrating-tie-beams, is generally considered as one of the distinctive features of historic townhouses in Takayama. This point of veiw formed since the 1960s while the Yoshijima house (1907) were designated as the Important Cultural Property in 1966. According to this survey investigation into more than 20 existing townhouses built in the 19th century, by the middle of Meiji era, the roof structures were not in a grid framework, omitting several beams and posts, giving evidences that penetrating-tie-beams were used. The characteristic roof structure represented by that of Yoshijima house was not shaped before the age; that was emerged in the mid-Meiji era created by modern carpenters in Takayama, based on their reinterpretation of design intention shown in the Edo townhouses.
